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Intro
Human Centred Design and Tor



➔ What are personas?

➔ Why do we need them?

➔ How did we make them?

What we’ll cover:

➔ Persona showcase & workshop

➔ Room for improvement

➔ How to collaborate



What are personas?
Empirical and nonempirical



Personas give us a person to connect with, someone 
who has goals for using the product, ensuring human 
centered design.

opendesignkit.org/methods/personas



Why do we need them?
Real past use-cases



How do personas help us?

By:

➔ Fostering empathy

➔ Creating a vision for who we are designing for

➔ Helping us understand mental models



“Doctor Jung, have you noticed that my daughter seems 
to be submerged in the same waters as me?” to which 
he answered: “Yes, but where you swim, she 
drowns.”



How do we create them?
We don’t collect data. We collect human stories.



Forming a representative picture of our users

STAYING TRUE TO THE MAJORITY REPRESENTING THE MINORITY



Decide on the user type (e.g. Privacy Seeker)

Creating a persona

Establish their motivation

Select an appropriate location and choose the languages spoken

Write their biography (i.e. who they are, what their background is)



Set their risk, trust and technical proficiency levels

Set their income and connectivity, and choose their devices

Write their user stories

Extrapolate their pain points

Creating a persona



User Stories

What are user stories?



Our personas
Starting with five



Locations



Jelani
The human rights defender 







Aleisha
The privacy looker 







Fernanda
The feminist activist







Fatima
The censored user







Alex
The fearless journalist







Coming up next
What can we do better?



EU Region South & West Asia
🇮🇷 👋 

East Asia

What can we do better?



Greater inclusivity
(e.g. for accessibility)

Incorporating more 
metrics data

Including OONI

What can we do better?



How to collaborate
First step: visit Trac ticket #30430



¡Gracias!
Questions?


